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FOR ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR

IN A COMPACT RIEMANN SPACE
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§ 1. Introduction, We consider the differential operator

(1.1) ^ ^ ' ^
dx'Bx* Bx'

in an w-dimensionaϊ (n^2), orientiable, compact Riemann space R with the

metric d$2 = gij(x)dxtdxJ. Here btj(x) is a contravariant tensor such that the
n

quadratic form bυ(x)ξiξj is >0 for Σί/>0, and a\x) changes, by the coordi-
i=\

nates transformation #->#, as follows.*

(1.2) aHx) = ^ak(x)
dχk

These transformation rules for the coefficients are connected with the fact that

the value of (Af)(x) is independent of the local coordinates (x\ . . . , xn).

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that R is an infinitely differentiate

manifold and that gij(x), bij\x)9 a*(x), c(x) are infinitely differentiate functions

of the local coordinates (xι,. . . , xn). We consider A as an additive operator

whose domain D(A) is the totality of real-valued infinitely differentiable func-

tions on R, with values in the Banach space C(R) of the totality of real-valued

continuous functions f(x) on R, metrized by the norm ||/|| = max \f(x)\. As in
xSE

a preceding note,1> we may prove (§2) the folowing existence theorem"

Let us consider D(A) as a linear subspace of C(R) and let A be the

smallest closed extension of the operator A. Then, if

(1.3) m > m3,x\c(x)\,
X

the operator (I'— m'1 A) (7=the identity operator) admits a bounded linear in-

verse, the resolvent Im~ (/— rn~ιA)~ι defined on C(R).

Received September 25, 1951.
]) Ko Yosida: Integrability of the backward diffusion equation in a compact Riemannian

space, Nagoya Math. Journal, Vol. 3, 1-4 (1951)β At this juncture, the author wishes to
correct the errata in the cited paper, (—m'1^) on page 3, line 2 must be corrected
as {I—m~ιA)> D(A) and A on page 3? line 5 must be corrected as D(Im) and /,»
respecteively.
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The purpose of the present note is to show that this resolvent may, for
sufficiently large m> be represented as an integral operator of the form

(1.4) (ImfHx) = [ Pm(x, y)f(y)dy, dy = VgΰW*1. . . dxn,
JR

with a measurable kernel pm(x, y). The result will be applied to the explicite
expression for the transition probability of the stochastic process defined by the
diffusion equation

(1.5) &=Af ( f*0) .
ot

§2. The existence of the resolvent Im. We will prepare lammas.

LEMMA 1. Let m satisfy (1.3) and let ((I-m~1A)f)(x) =g(x) for f^D(A).
Then we have

(2.1) max#(*)ώ(l--»ΓΊkl|) max/(*) for
X X X

^(l-wί^ίmin c(x)) max f(x) for
X X

(2.1) min#(x)^(l-m"id!) min/U) for
X X X

c(x)) min/(Λr) for

Proof. Let/(Λr) reach its maximum and minimum at x-X\ and
Then we have, by

bij(x)-Φ—.έQ (at * = *i), bij(x)~-^—.^0 Utx = x2),
dxfdxJ dχ'dxJ

the inequalities

f(xι) - m^cixjfixi) ύg(xi), f(x2) - m~ιc(xz)f(xz)

LEMMA 2. The smallest closed extension Ά of A exists. It is denned as

follows: Άf=e if there exists {fk)ED(A) such that the strong lim fk =/,

strong lim Afk = e. Here strong lim means the lim defined by the norm of

Proof. By the integral theorem of Green, we have

(2.2) f (A/k){x)h(x)dx = [ fk(x)(A'h)(x)dx, heD(A), where
JR J R

(2.3) Wh)(x) = 1 J = ^ i \

c{x)h(x) =(Aιh)(x) +c(x)h(x).
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Thus, if strong lim fk - 0, we would have
fc->co

e(x)h{x)dx = lim\ {Afk){x)h{x)dx = lim [ fk(x)(A'h)(x)dx = 0.

Hence we must have #(#) Ξ 0 for strong lim fk = 0. Therefore Af is a one-

valued function of /, independent of the sequence {fk) which defines /.

LEMMA 3. The range {(I-m~ίA)f\ f^D(A)} is strongly dense in C(R).

Proof. If otherwise, there would exists a measure μ(E), countably additive

for Borel set E of R, such that

(2.4) the total variation of μ on R is =¥0,

(2.5) [ ((I-m~1A)f)(x)μ(dx)=0 for /eD(Λ).
J

Since the operator (/— wz^A) is elliptic, there must exist2ί infinitely differ-

entiable function h(x) such that

(2.6) μ{E) = \ h(x)dx, ((I-m-1Af)h)(x)=0.
J E

Let3) k(x) be =1, = - 1 or =0 according as h(x)>0, <Q or =0.

Then we have

[ - m'ί\\c\\)\h(x)\dx

(Aih)(x)dx,
i J Pi j

where P(N) are connected domains in which h(x)>0 (<0) such that h(x)

vanishes on the boundaries σPibN). We have, by Green's integral theorem,

ψdS,

where n and dS denote outer normal and positive measure on dP respectively.

Hence ί (AJι)(x) ^0. Similarly we have \ (Aιh){x)dx^0. Thus we must
JPi JXj

have Ux) ΞΞ 0 and hence μ(E) = ί h(x)dx = 0, contrary to (2.4). Q.E.D.
J K

We have incidentally proved the following lemma, which plays an impor-

tant role in § 4 below.

LEMMA 4. For any h&D{A), we have, for sufficiently large m,

2> L. Schwartz: Thόorie des distributions, Paris (1950).
3> Cf. K. Yosίda: Integration of Fokker-Planck's equation with a boundary condition, Journal

of the Math. Soc. of Japan, Vol.3, No. 1, 69-73 (1951).
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(2.7) f \{{I-m"1A)h)(x)\dx^^[ \h(x)\dx.
JR Z JR

By the above three lemmas 1,2 and 3, we see that, for m> l|c||, the resolvent

(2.8) Im^il-m-'Ά)-1

exists as a bounded linear operator on C(R). Moreover, by lemma 1, the operator

Im is positive :

(2.9) g(x) ̂ 0 on R implies /(#) = ( ( / - m"ιAy1g)(x)^0 on R.

Hence, for fixed XQ&R, (Img)(xo) is a bounded linear functional on C(R) and thus

(2.10) (ImέHxo) = { Aι(*»,

where Pm(xo, E) is a non-negative set function, countably additive for Borel set

E. Pm(x9 E) is also Borel measurable in x for fixed E.

We will show (§4) that, for sufficiently large m,

(2.11) Pm(x9 E) = f Pm(x9 y)dv, with a measurable density Pm(x, y)
JE

satisfying certain regularity conditions (see (4.12) below).

To this purpose, we need a parametrix in the large, viz. almost Green's func-

tion of the operator {I—m^A1). This will be introduced in the next §.

§3, The parametrix in the large. We adopt a new metric

(3.1) dr^

where (bij(x)) is the inverse matrix of the matrix (bij(x)). We also assume

that the local coordinates (AT1, . . . , xn) are a normal coordinates in the vicinity

of the point P= (0, . . , 0). Thus the adjoint poerator Af of A is of the form

(3.2)

= (J/){x) + J{x)3fτ + Hx)f(x), where
OX

Laplaciaπ),

ijl 2 La^

Let Γ = z2 be the square of the geodesic distance of the point Q = (ΛΓ1, . . . , xn)
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from the point P = (0,. . . , 0). We have the well-known identity

(3.3) Γ = ΓPQ = r2 = rig =

Let Φ(Γ) be a function of Γ=Γ2

PQ. Then, from

BΓ B2Φ d2Φ BΓ BΓ , dΦ B2Γ, dΦ
H—;iτ~

Bx* dΓ Bx* ' BxaBx? dΓ2 Bx* Bx? ^ dΓ Bx*Bx* '

w e obtain

d2Φ t«i., v BΓ BΓ ,
α/ 9ΛΓ 3ΛΓ α/ dΓ Bx

The coefficients in this equation may be simplified as follows.4) From (3,3)

τ = 4Γ.

From (3.3) and the definition of the Laplacian in (3.2),

ΔΓ = 2 * ^ ( 0 ) - 2V*x*^- + ί V ^ - = 2 » + ** ̂ ^ .

The last equality may be obtained by differentiating the 2nd identity of (3.3) with

respect xβ and summing on the indices a and β:

Therefore we have

(3.5) (

Thus, by taking

(3.6) Φm(ΓPQ)= --~~\ogrPQ? (n = 2),

= ^ r r l ^ , N=(n-2)2(π)nlt/nn/2), (»S»3),

we have

(3.7)

We follow T. Y. Thomas and E. W. Tit t : On the elementary solution of the general
linear differential equation of the second order with analytic coefficients, Journal de
Math., tome 18, 217-248 (1939).
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Hence (3.6) is a parametrix in the large of the operator (/— rrΓ^A!) in the follow-

ing sense. By the integral theorem of Green (dx-^Ί)Xx) dx1. . . dxn), we

obtain

f h{x)((I-m^A)f)(x)dx- f Ax)((I.-m'1A')h(x)dx

^m'Λ (f(x)(A'h)(x) - h(x)(Af)(x))dx

where v is the inner transversal direction defined by

dx* -—'.— = dp (n denotes the inner normal),
y/b(x) bυ(x) cos (n, xx

and dS is the hypersurface element on the boundary 3D which surrounds the

point P = (0, . . . , 0), and L is a function continuous for P = (0,. . . , 0). If we

take Φm(ΓpQ) for h(x) and the geodesic sphere of radius δ and P = (0,. . . , 0)

as centre for 3D, we obtain, in the limit,

(3.8) lim—m"1] = the value at P of the function/.

This we prove, in view of (3.6), by taking the local coordinates in such a way

that bij(O) = fly—the geodesic coordinates at P. In this way, we have

(3.9) ( Km(k, y)(M- m'1A)f)(y)dy =f(x) -f f Lm(x, y)f(y)dv,

where

(3.10) Km{x, y) = Φm(r*, >'), r.t, Λ = the geodesic distance of x and y,

and

(3.11) Z w ( ^ ? y) = ((/—w'^A'λKnΐΛΓ, jv) is infinitely differentiable for

and is, in the vicinity of x=y, of the order

§ 4. The integral representation of the resolvent Im. We have, from (3.9),

(4.1) (Img)(x) + f iM(ΛΓ, y)(Img)(y)dy = f Xw(.r, ^ ) ^ ( v ) ^ for
JB Jβ

This may be written as

(4. D' 7m<g ̂ ί- LmImg=Kmg.

Hence we have
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Img+ LmiKmg - Lmlmg) = Kng, that IS ,

Img - Lmlmg = (Km - LmKm)g, where

(4.2) (L%g){x) = §R{ $RLm(x, z)Lm(z? y)dz}g(y)dy,

(LmKmg)(x) =

Thus we obtain

/m^ - Lin (Lmlmg + #m - LmKmg) = /&# - LmKmg 9 that 18 ,

/mif ~ iwi /m^ = (.Km ~~ LmK-m + Zrm -β"m ~ im Km/g

Repeating the process, we obtain the integral equation of the form

(4.3) Img- L^Img^ (Km- LmKm+ ...)g.

Because of (3.10) and (3.11), we may take k so large that

(4.4) Mm(x, y) -Lm\x, y) is continuous in (x9 y) and

Nm(x, y) = (Km-LmKm+ . . . ) ( # , y) is continuous for x*y and

has the same order of singularity, for #=jy, as Km(x9 x) ••

We have thus proved that (Imgϊix) must satisfy the integral equation

(4.5) (Img)(x) - ( Mm(x, y)(Img)(y)dy={ Nm{x, y)g(y)dy.

By the continuity of the kernel Mm(x, v), we may apply the classical theory of

Fredholm to (4.5). Thus there exist a continuous kernel Qm(x9 y) and kf func-

tionals cι(g), c2(g), . . . , Ck>(g) such that

(4.6) (Img)ίx) = [ Nm(x9 y)g(y)dy

+ \RQm(x, z)dz {[Nniiz, y)g(y)dy) + Έa

where ψ\(x), <p2(x)9. . . , ψk>(x) form the linearly independent base of the solu-

tions of the homogenous equations

(4.7) f Mm(x9 y)ψ(y)dy = <f(χ).
J R

Because of the lemmas 1-3, (Img)(x) may, for fixed x, be considered as a

bounded linear functional of g&C(R). Hence we have

(4.8) c,(g) = f Mdy)g(y),
JR

where μι are regular measures, countably additive for Borel sets E. These

measures must, for sufficiently large m, be absolutely continuous with respect

to the measure dy, and with bounded measurable densities :
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(4.9) /M(E) = f vi(y)dy, essential supremum I vi(y) I

This we see from the lemma 4, viz. from

(4.10) limf \hs(x)\dx = 0 if limί |((/-m"1-A)
β->03 J R «-*» JR

Summing up, we have obtained the result: for sufficiently large m9

(4.11) (Img)(x) = f jhnix, y)g(y)dy9 gζ=C(R),

JR

with a kernelpm(x, y) enjoying the conditions:

(4.12) pm(x, y) is measurable in (x, y),

pm(x, y) is continuous in x for fixed y^x,
pm(x, y) is, for x=y, of the same order as Km(x, y), viz.

§ 5. An application to the stochastic processes. We will consider the special

case of a symmetric operator A:

(5.1) A = A'.

Since the singularity of the resolvent kernel pm(x, y) is given by (4.12), we see

that its &-th iterated kernel p(m{χ, y) is, for sufficiently large k, a bounded

measurable function Of ix, y). Thus, by Hilbert-Schmidt's expansion theorem,

the Fourier series of the kernel p{ϊn(x* y) are absolutely and uniformly con-

vergent on the product space RxR. By virtue of this fact, we may prove5'

that the series

( v ^ Φi(x)ψiiy)

are, for sufficiently large k, absolutely and uniformly convergent on RxR. Here

(Φi(x)} is a complete system of normal orthogonal eigenfunctions of the dif-

ferential operator A: ψi(x) belonging to the eigenvalue λi.

Proof Let ψ{χ) be any eigenf unction of the operator Im

(5.3) (l"m'1Ar1ψ = μψ.

We define, by the function ψ{x), a distribution in the sense of Laurent Schwartz:6)

(5.4) Φίf) = [ ψ(x)f(x)dx, f^D(A).
JR

5 ) T h e s a m e result is proved in other ways by K. Kodaira (unpubl ished) and b y S. Mina-

kshsundarum and A. Ple i je l : " S o m e properties of the eigenf unct ions of the Laplace-

operator on Riemannian manifolds, Canadian Journal of Math., Vol. 1, 242-256 (1950).
6 ) S c h w a r t z : ibid.
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By virtue of (5.3), Φ satisfies the differential equation in the sense of the
distribution:

(5.5)

Since (I—m^A) is elliptic, there exists7) an infinitely differentiable function
φ(x) such that

(5.6) ((I—nΓιA)φ)(x) = μ~ιφ(χ), ψ(x)=φ(x)
almost everywhere with respect to the measure dx.

Therefore we may assume φ{x) to be an eigenfunction of the differential oper-
ator A9 belonging to the eigenvalue m(l — μ"1):

(5.7) (AφKx) = m(l - μ~ι)φ(x).

It is easy to see that, conversely, any eigenfunction of (5.7), belonging to the
eigenvalue A, is also an eigenfunction of (/—m^A)"1, viz. of the kernel pmix,
y)9 belonging to the eigenvalue ( l - m " ^ ) " 1 .

Therefore, by the absolute and uniform convergence of the Fourier series
of the kernel pm\x9 y)9 we see that the Fourier series (5.2) converge absolutely
and uniformly on RxR.

If we assume the negativity of the eigenvalues λ of A, which is surely
satisfied for the operator (5.11), we have

(5.8) (l-m~1tλi)m£exp(-λit) for t>0.

Thus, by (5o2)9 the series

(5.9) φe χε(λa)φi(x)φi<y)=P(t, x, y)

are, for t>% absolutely and uniformly convergent on RxR.
Let us assume further that

(5.10) f dx = 1
JK

and

(5.11) U/)(*) =

Then we may prove the probability condition

(5.12) Pit, x, y)*0, [ Pit, x, y)dy = 1.
JK

Proof The last equality is proved by the orthonormality of {ψi(x)) and
the fact that we may take ψι(x)=;l.

7> Schwartz: ibid.
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The proof of Pit, x, y) ^0.8) We have, for

(5.13) /(*, x) « f P(ί, x, y)f(y)dy, fix) = Σ c ft U ) ,
Jj2 i = l

the diffusion equation

(5.14) ^~r^- = Axf{t, x) (f>0), strong lim/(f, *) =/(*).

Hence we have, for

(5.15.) g*(t, *) = exp ( - εt)f(t, x),

the differential equation

(5.16) Bgt(£ X) = ArΛίί, *) - e^(ί, *), ^(0, *) =/(0, *) =

Let ebe >0 and let -^(ί, A;) reach its minimum at the point (ft, Xι). Then we
have

(5.17) gtitu xι) ^ mn/(x) when fi = 0

^ 0 when fi = oo or when 0 < f t < oo .

The first two inequalities are evident. For, we have

£ε(0, xι) =/(0, xι) ^ min fix) and gz( oo, Xi) = 0.
ar

Let 0<fι< oo. Then, from

3 g ( Λ ^ Xi)^O and (5.16),

we obtain ^E(fi, AΓO^O. Thus we have (5.17) and hence, by letting e I 0,

(5.18) fit, x) ^ min (0, min/(*)).

Therefore, by the denseness of fix) in CiR), we must have Pit, x, y)^0.
Q.E.D.

We have thus proved that, under the conditions (5.10) and (5.11), the series
Pit, x, y) give the explicite expression for the transition probability of the tem-
porally homogeneous Markoff process, defined by the diffusion equation (5.14).

In concluding the paper, the author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Dr. Tosio
Kato for his friendly criticism of the original manuscript.

Mathematical Institute,
Nagoya University

8) Cf. K. Yosida: Brownian motion on the surface of the 3-sphere, Ann. of Math. Statistics,
Vol. 20, 292-296 (1949).




